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Energy firms pay out £11m after not
fitting enough smart meters: Have
customers had enough?

Firms including British Gas and Ovo missed smart meter fitting targets in 2022
Now the energy companies have paid millions into support fund as a punishment

By SAM BARKER 
UPDATED: 06:00, 10 November 2023

Six of the UK's biggest energy firms will pay regulator Ofgem £10.8million after
missing smart meter installation targets.

Ofgem today confirmed that energy suppliers British Gas, Ovo, Bulb, Eon, Scottish
Power and SSE missed these targets by a collective 1.02million smart meters in 2022.

While the regulator has been tight-lipped on the reasons, experts believe consumer
resistance to the meters is a big factor - along with technological hold-ups and a lack
of staff. 

Smart meters are billed as helping consumers save money on energy bills and cut
overall UK gas and electricity use. But the devices have met with resistance from
many households, who have decided they do not want one.

Meter rule: The Government has set targets for how many smart meters it wants to see fitted to
UK homes, but has had to keep pushing the deadline back
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What is the energy price cap and how will a cut affect your bills?

Early versions of smart meters were beset with problems and often did not work at
all, with many consumers saying later versions were not much better.

Others do not like the idea that data is constantly being sent to their energy
provider.  

The Government wants smart meters to be fitted to 80 per cent of homes by the
end of 2025. 

HOW THIS IS MONEY CAN HELP

But it has already pushed the deadline back four times, with the initial plan being to
fit a smart meter to all homes by 2020.

Ofgem only began setting hard targets for smart meter installations in January 2022,
meaning energy firms are already falling behind in the very first year of the
campaign.

Earlier this year smart meters were even given a celebrity push by TV presenter and
consumer champion Angellica Bell, who co-hosted an advert on how smart meters
can help consumers check the energy their appliances use.

Saved by the Bell: TV presenter Angellica Bell investigated which household appliances are
the most energy efficient in an August advert

Firms are given installation targets depending on their size.

For example, in 2022 British Gas had a target of fitting 659,699 gas smart meters in
customers' homes, but only fitted 344,817 - or 52 per cent.

For electric smart meters, British Gas installed 356,091, 87 per cent of the way to its
target of 404,943 in 2022.

The six energy firms will pay the £10.8million into Ofgem's Energy Industry Voluntary
Redress Fund. 

British Gas will pay £3.37million into the fund, Ovo £2.39million, Bulb
£1.83million, Eon £1.72million, Scottish Power £1.24million and SSE £252,000.

This fund is mostly used to help consumers in vulnerable situations that are most at
risk from cold homes and high energy bills.
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All energy firms have to publish their
smart meter installation targets and how
many they have successfully fitted.

However, 40 energy firms did meet their
smart meter installation targets for 2022.

Because these six suppliers are paying the
£10.8million, Ofgem is dropping an
investigation into why they missed their
smart meter targets.

Why are energy firms missing their targets?
An Ofgem spokesperson would not say why energy firms are falling behind their
installation targets.

However, an expert said this was down to
consumers not wanting the meters, a lack
of skilled installers and issues with the
communication network needed to run
the meters.

Tom Goswell, head of consumer markets
at energy analysts Cornwall Insight, said:
'The challenges in meeting smart meter
targets are complex. 

'While resistance from some households to smart meter installations is a factor,
other issues such as supplier struggles in recruiting and retaining smart meter
engineers and technological limitations, such as the wider smart meter
communications network coverage not being sufficient or difficulty placing meters
in high-rise buildings, have all played a role in the slower rollout of smart meters.'

There are now more than 33million smart and advanced meters fitted to homes and
small businesses of the UK, making up 58 per cent of all meters. 

Some links in this article may be affiliate links. If you click on them we may earn a small
commission. That helps us fund This Is Money, and keep it free to use. We do not write articles to
promote products. We do not allow any commercial relationship to affect our editorial
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Retired, Leeds, United Kingdom, about 2 hours ago

I wouldn't have one if they paid me; I don't Trust the Energy companies !

ReplyNew Comment 11

alytucker, newport, United Kingdom, about 3 hours ago

I had a smart meter installed at a previous home in 2016. It was a disaster! The meter wasnt linked
to my address and the provider seemed incapable of resolving this despite numerous phone calls,
emails and photos of my meter showing the serial numbers. I eventually got the ombudsman to
intervene, and suddenly they sorted things at their insistence and I was compensated 100 for the
inconvenience, only to be presented with a bill for 112 for yhe period before the meter was
installed. This all took place over an 18 month period. Despite me pointing out backbilling rules, the
provider insisted the bill fell out of the rules and was due. I was so fed up with the time and effort
by this point, I just paid the bill. Now I have moved and my new address does not have a smart
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meter. Despite monthly invitations to book my smart meter installation, Im avoiding this fiasco again!

ReplyNew Comment 2

Click to rate

ginger din, Hampshire UK, United Kingdom, about 5 hours ago

Why is Ofgem still insisting on smart meters knowing full well they're unreliable. Over one third
fitted are now broken, with thousands more having to be replaced or upgraded due to shutting
down the current network. Suppliers show absolutely no interest when they become inoperable
and would rather use estimates so they can grab more of your money.

ReplyNew Comment 02
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What to do with your pension at
retirement: A five-step guide to
sorting it out and generating a
comfortable income for your old
age
When it's time to stop work and enjoy retirement, you
need to make the most of the money you have
saved. That means turning pension funds...

How to turn your work pension into
a moneyspinner: This is Money
podcast
Why you should start early with a pension, the reason
that it involves free money, how to invest for a richer
retirement many years down the...

Millions of pensioners cut back on
heating as bills soar, Age UK warns
As the cold weather kicks in, 8.9million, or 54 per
cent, of over 60s are worried about being able to pay
their energy bills this winter,...

Test your motoring knowledge:
Former Top Gear researcher
releases book about crazy car facts
- do YOU know the answer to these
ten?
Simon Heptinstall's new book 'VERY GOOD Car
Stories' has just been published on Amazon - so
we've picked ten of the best stories in it to...

UK real house prices: Did you miss
the 16-year property crash?
Most of inflation's damage to real property returns
has been done in the past two years. But the picture
looks grim across longer...

Get paid to cut your energy usage:
Is the Demand Flexibility Service
here to stay?
The DFS is run by the National Grid and was
launched last year to avoid electricity shortages by
encouraging households to use energy...
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Audi Q8 review: The days of the
large SUV are definitely numbered -
could this be the best one before
its extinction?
Big, beefy SUVs are heading towards extinction -
unless there is a sudden and dramatic change of
political heart about full electrification....

The FTSE 350's worst performers of
2023
Inflationary pressures abound primarily due to the
Ukraine conflict and OPEC+ oil production cuts
keeping energy prices far above...

MARKET REPORT: Stocks tumble
after Fed sounds alarm over rates
On a bleak day of trading in London, the FTSE 100
fell 1.3 per cent, or 95.12 points, to 7360.55. The
losses were mirrored in Europe.

Caribbean sales slump rocks
Diageo: Shares in biggest fall since
1987
In a bruising setback for new boss Debra Crew, the
drinks giant said sales in the region are set to fall by
more than 20 per cent in the six...

Retailers demand action from
Chancellor on business rates
With less than two weeks to go to the Autumn
Statement, bosses urged Jeremy Hunt to cut or
freeze the metric used to calculate property tax...

Economic turmoil wipes shine off
Cartier owner
The Swiss company said sales in the third quarter
between July and September were just 5 per cent
higher than a year earlier.

ALEX BRUMMER: Britain needs a
tax tonic
The country should not allow itself to buy into the
Labour and LibDem narrative that the Tories crashed
the economy.

Consumers will pay the price if
search giants are let off the hook
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Platforms, such as Google, have slowly but surely
morphed into gatekeepers which set the rules of the
market and, by doing so, jeopardise...

ANNE ASHWORTH: My
diversification excursion - into
private equity giant 3i
There are just 41 investing days until Christmas,
during which I am determined to keep one of my
resolutions of 2023, which was to be more...

I was scammed of £16k in new
Whatsapp job ruse: We reveal the
recruitment scam that has arrived
from the US...
Alice was scammed into handing over £16,500 to
scammers, and has been left penniless after hoping
to make a bit of extra cash. We reveal ow...

Why is the price of bitcoin up so
much this year?
Having reached a record high price of $69,000 in late
2021, the cryptocurrency's value subsequently
plunged by over three-quarters in the...

Founder of plant-based bacon and
sausage firm THIS says vegan food
is having a 'craft beer moment'
It's claimed the vegan market may be worth as much
as £50bn by 2030, but sales in the UK seemed to
have flatlined. We speak to THIS...

Savers may finally be able to open
multiple cash and investing Isas
under new plans
Ahead of the Autumn Statement on November 22,
Treasury officials are reviewing plans to allow savers
to open multiple accounts of the same...

Switching mortgage lender may
NOT save you money as banks
offer top rates to keep customers
The typical 40% deposit remortgage deal is currently
cheaper for those who stick with their existing lender
than those who switch away,...

BMW to sell cars with hands-free
driving mode that allows users to
watch films and check emails at
speeds up to 37mph on motorways
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BMW has confirmed that the 'Personal Pilot' feature
will bring 'Level 3' autonomy to German roads from
March. Here's what it has said about...

Skoda unveils new fourth-
generation flagship Superb
There is a choice of two 2-litre petrol models, and two
2-litre diesels and a new range-topping 1.5-litre mild
hybrid petrol Superb iV with...

Car insurance prices soar 29% in a
year to hit a new record high, ABI
says
Insurers said the rising cost of replacement parts and
labour were behind the rise in insurance costs in the
third quarter of 2023, the ABI...

How badly are you hit by the
insurance stealth tax raking in
£7.45bn a year? LUNCH MONEY
Insurers have been hiking car and home insurance
prices but the Treasury is making the pain worse, we
explain why. Plus M&S's share price...

Energy firms pay out £11m after not
fitting enough smart meters: Have
customers had enough?
Ofgem has reported that six of the UK's biggest
energy suppliers missed smart meter installation
targets by a collective 1.02million meters...

How to make the most your work
pension: 16 tips for a richer
retirement
Auto enrolment into work pensions takes the hassle
out of saving for retirement, but you could be missing
a trick or two by not looking any...

Is crypto dead… or does bitcoin's
surge show it's primed to bounce
back?
AD FEATURE Cryptocurrency has been on a wild
ride since its invention. It has been a rollercoaster of
towering peaks and deep troughs, with huge...

When will relentless car and home
insurance price hikes end?
The average driver now pays a record high of £511 a
year for car insurance, while the typical homeowner
pays £329 for buildings and contents...
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Will you inherit any state pension
from your husband or wife when
they die? Rules are less generous
for younger spouses - here's what
you...
This depends on when the surviving partner reaches
or has passed state pension age and their spouse's
date of birth and National Insurance...

What is pension lifestyling? Bond
crash reveals de-risking dangers
Some older workers have discovered to their horror
that they are sitting on huge losses right on the brink
of retirement. Here's what you...
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